
Phase I

Worked with client team on a week-long workshop to understand 

business needs and �nalize measurement requirements

Set up data collection engines across multiple data 

sources (websites, MI, retailers and o�ine systems)

Created a custom technology stack – covering collection, storage, 

hosting and data processing

Used variety of visualization tools to map price and other key 

events changes to changes in sales patterns and market share

Competitive intelligence and 
gaming console for a leading 
PC manufacturer

Visual storytelling with
pattern detection and
pricing shifts

Direct ROI impact with
increased revenue
opportunities

Business Impact

Client
Global PC manufacturer

Industry
Information Technology
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Business Challenges
A global PC manufacturer wanted to deploy a competitive 

intelligence gaming console for real-time updates against 

a 4P analysis

Speci�cally, the request was to capture hourly changes in price 

points across various products and categories, and map to 

changing market share and sales trends

Approach
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Outcome

Phase II

(Planned deployment) – streamed di�erent data points from 4P analytics into visual modes (interactive screens) for 

maximum stakeholder consumption and to create brand awareness

Create automated solution to schedule alerts (screen stickers, text alerts) identifying outliers across vanity measures 

and other closely watched numbers

Real-time competitive intelligence at an hourly granularity for stakeholder consumption

A technology-enabled solution rather than humandriven

Scope included 36 di�erent websites which will be increased to 50 sites over the next months

Post-visual streaming aids that enabled data-driven decisions for increased revenue opportunities close to 

approximately $500,000 in a six-month time frame

Approximately di�erent visual dashboards across four di�erent regions
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About Course5 Intelligence
Course5 Intelligence enables organizations to make the most e�ective strategic and tactical moves relating to their 

customers, markets, and competition at the rapid pace that the digital business world demands. We do this by driving 

digital transformation through analytics, insights, and Arti�cial Intelligence (AI). Our clients experience higher top line and 

bottom line results with improved customer satisfaction and business agility. As we solve today’s problems for our clients, 

we also enable them to reshape their businesses to meet and actualize the future.

Rapid advances in Arti�cial Intelligence and Machine Learning technology have enabled us to create disruptive 

technologies and accelerators under our Course5 Intelligence suites that combine analytics, digital, and research solutions 

to provide signi�cant and long-term value to our clients. 

Course5 Intelligence creates value for businesses through synthesis of a variety of data and information sources in a 

360-degree approach, solution toolkits and frameworks for speci�c business questions, deep industry and domain 

expertise, Digital Suite and Research AI to accelerate solutions, application of state-of-the-art AI and next-generation 

technologies for cognitive automation and enhanced knowledge discovery, and a focus on actionable insight.
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